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Abstract
How can linguistic meanings be represented in a form which is computationally
tractable  We have developed a paradigm which allows both word and sentence
meanings to be captured using distributed patterns that is vectors and matri
ces These representations can be generated automatically Word meanings are
produced from machine readable dictionaries by a family of taxonomic traversal
algorithms Sentence meanings are then constructed from parse trees by using the
distributed lexical representations together with semantic case information
In the LRE SIFT project we are developing a system for text retrieval from
Technical Manuals using the above technology The system takes as input a query
relating to the content of the manuals This is converted to a distributed pattern
which is then swept over the patterns corresponding to units of the text looking
for a good match Salient portions of text are then shown to the user for perusal
We have just completed the construction of SIFT a version of the system
in which the distributed representation of each textual unit is constructed using
lexical but not grammatical information
The work is interesting because 	 Tractable meaning representations are gen
erated automatically and 	 Conventional symbolic NLP techniques are combined
with a subsymbolic semantic representation scheme to form a robust information
retrieval system

  Introduction
Computer manuals are by common consent very inconvenient to use While they
contain a wealth of useful information it is often virtually impossible to nd the facts
required How can the usefulness of such manuals be improved
One approach to this problem involves the construction of a specialised help system
based on the information within the manual Such a system can process queries in a
natural language and provide answers which are directly related to those queries Well
known systems of this type are the Unix Consultant 	Wilensky et al 
 and the
SINIX Consultant 	Hecking et al 
 While such programs are sophisticated they
must be laboriously constructed for each and every application domain In addition they
tend to be fragile and are very dicult to update when changes need to be made to the
information contained in them
Another approach is to construct an InformationRetrieval 	IR
 system from the docu
ments comprising the manual Such systems eectively use keyword matching techniques
of varying sophistication and can be built automatically One of the most successful of
such approaches is the Vector Space Model 	VSM
 of Salton 	
 The main advan
tages in this case are automatic construction and robustness in performance However
no real understanding of the text is involved and so such systems can only have a limited
performance
In SIFT 	Selecting Information From Text
 we are investigating a dierent approach
which aims to combine the benets of the paradigms discussed above while avoiding
their shortcomings The essence of our idea is that a text can be represented as a set
of distributed patterns Each pattern can capture in gist the meaning of a textual unit
such as a word sentence or paragraph At the same time the patterns allow the VSM
to be used as the retrieval mechanism
The ecacy of this approach depends on being able to generate reasonably accu
rate representations automatically This is achieved by combining two techniques To
generate patterns for individual words we have developed an algorithm which can tra
verse a taxonomic hierarchy derived from an electronic dictionary To create a pattern
for a sentence or verb phrase we combine these patterns using a set of semantic cases
A robust bottom up parser based on syntagmatic relations is used to analyse phrases
within each input text in order to accomplish this Information both for constructing
the distributed representations and for building the parser is derived from a database of
lexical information derived from several sources including the Longmans Dictionary of
Contemporary English and the Princeton WordNet
SIFT is based on a previous prototype PELICAN 	Sutclie 
 PELICAN was
intended to retrieve appropriate help les in response to a query about Unix The gure
below shows output from the system The system demonstrated the ecacy of using
distributed representations for retrieval but the parser was very simple and the semantic
lexicon was created by hand SIFT addresses these shortcomings
The rest of the paper is structured as follows Firstly we describe the general archi
tecture of the SIFT systems and describe how they operate We then turn to the role of
distributed representations in the project dening what these are and how they can be
created automatically for words phrases and sentences in the text Finally we outline
the operation of SIFT and summarise progress made on the project so far

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Example queries processed by PELICAN
 Operation of the SIFT System
The SIFT system consists of two principal components The rst the document process
ing component takes as input an SGML tagged computer manual and associates with
the dierent sections subsections and individual sentences of that manual distributed
patterns capturing the meaning of those textual units The second the query processing
component takes as input a user query about the material covered in the document and
produces as output a list of pointers to text portions within it which are ordered by
relevance to the query
The document processing component operates by parsing the text of the manual
utterance by utterance and then converting each of these into a distributed pattern which
captures its meaning Additional distributed patterns are also associated with headings
which can be analysed in the same way as the text itself Finally these semantic patterns
are linked back to portions of the original text from which they are derived
Query processing is accomplished by parsing the input query and hence converting it
into a distributed pattern and then performing a match of this with each of the patterns

linked to the text during the document processing stage The comparison is readily done
because the patterns are vectors and the result is a list of portions of the original text
ordered by their relevance to the query
In summary therefore the system operates as follows You start with a query for
example concerning installation of the Lotus Wordprocessor AmiPro The query must
be formulated as an English statement such as installing AmiPro or a question such
as how do I install AmiPro and then typed into SIFT The system then searches for
portions of the AmiPro reference manual which deal with installation and produces a
list of these ordered by their relevance to the query Finally the user can browse through
the sections indicated and in so doing nd the answer to their question
 Distributed Representations
  What is a distributed representation
A distributed representation is one in which the information to be captured is distributed
over a large set of units For example the meaning of a word can be captured as a set
of  featurecentrality pairs Within this paradigm the meaning of the word AmiPro
could be dened as  wordprocessing  computer  le In such a
representation no feature provides complete information about the concept dened
Taken together however the set of features provides an outline denition of the concept
In general such a representation is equivalent to a vector in an ndimensional space since
if each feature in a system is listed exhaustively in every representation the features can
be omitted entirely Vectors can be processed in many ways which are not applicable
to structured information such as lists For example two vectors can be compared very
readily by the use of say the dot product The use of distributed patterns thus allows
the comparison of a pair of meanings to be reduced to a simple arithmetic operation
 Constructing Distributed patterns for individual words
We need to construct for each noun or verb sense in a lexicon a semantic representation
consisting of a set of featurecentrality pairs The features are semantic attributes each
of which says something about the concept being dened The centrality associated with
each feature is a real number which indicates how strongly the feature contributes to
the meaning of the concept The use of centralities allows us to distinguish between
important and less important features in a semantic representation By scaling the
centralities in a particular nounsense representation so that the sum of their squares is
one we can use the dot product operation to compute the semantic similarity of a pair
of concepts A word compared to itself always scores one while a word compared to
another word is always less than or equal to one This is equivalent to saying that each
word representation is a vector of length one in an ndimensional space where n is the
number of features which are used in the lexicon as a whole
Our algorithm for constructing the representations is based on two wellknown obser
vations Firstly a word denition in a dictionary provides attribute information about
the concept 	a masti is a LARGE dog
 Secondly a word denition also provides tax
onomic information about the concept 	a masti is a large DOG
 We use the former

to derive attributes for our representation and the latter to obtain other denitions
higher up in the taxonomy from which further attributes can be obtained In assigning
centralities to features we use the same value for each attribute added at a particular
level in the taxonomic hierarchy and we reduce the value used as we move up to higher
levels This corresponds to the intuition that a feature which is derived from a denition
which is close to the word of interest in the taxonomy contributes more to its meaning
than one which is derived from a more distant denition
So far we have implemented and tested the basic extraction algorithm on nouns de
rived from the Merriam Webster Compact Electronic Dictionary 	Sutclie 
 and
the IrishIrish An Focloir Beag A MKI traversal on nouns yielded good results from
the Princeton WordNet 	Sutclife OSullivan and Meharg 
 while the MKII traver
sal which incorporates feature unication works for both nouns and verbs 	Sutclie
OSullivan Slater and Brehony 
 The performance of this lexicon has recently
been tested against human subject data with good results 	Sutclie Vossen Sharkey
OSullivan Slator and McElligott 

A MKIII traversal of WordNet is under development This incorporates a more
sophisticated process of feature unication which allows us to control the feature set size
as well as being able to make representations either more or less distributed 	Sutclie
a

 Progress
So far the SIFT system has been completed and is currently undergoing renement
and testing SIFT uses the lexicon of distributed representations derived from Word
Net but incorporates no syntactic processing Instead an utterance representation com
prises a list of  word representation syntactic category pairs Syntactic categories
are determined using the Brill tagger 	Brill 
 We have developed an algorithm
for matching a pair of such utterance representations which is based around the best
match of a particular  word category pair in utterance one with a word of the same
syntactic category in utterance two
In order to use a manual with SIFT it must be converted into an appropriate format
We have developed a lter which converts a native AmiPro binary le into SGML using
the SIFTREP DTD designed for this purpose In the second stage the SGML text is
scanned tagged and disambiguated A stream of utterance representations can then
be produced which are stored in the SIFT RDAFT database Each utterance has a
unique World Wide Web 	WWW
 Uniform Resource Locator 	URL
 associated with it
so that the WWW mechanism for identifying document portions can be exploited in
SIFT
SIFT is used via a customised mosaic interface with SIFT itself acting as a
WWW server Once a query is entered id passed to the server for processing The query
is tagged disambiguated and converted to a list of  word category pairs as mentioned
above This is then matched with the utterance representations of portions of the manual
text leading to the production of an ordered list of matches which is returned to the
interface for display The user then selects a particular section of the manual from the
list This is converted into a request for the document with the corresponding URL to

be shown SIFTREP is designed so that it can be converted onthey into HTML the
DTD used for WWW documents Finally the document appears on the screen and can
be studied by the user
In summary therefore SIFT is a full text retrieval system which operates by match
ing the semantic representation of an input query with the representations of text ut
terances in the manual While SIFT uses ideas derived from connectionist research it is
not a true connectionist system Likewise it is not restricted to conventional language
engineering technology either We believe that hybrid approaches of this kind are a very
promising way of addressing the intractable problems which the task of building robust
and useful NLP systems imposes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